CALLS FOR
177
SERVICE
WATCH COMMANDER: Stuart/Ditolla

REPORTS
WRITTEN

15

TRAFFIC STOPS

24

BAKER ACTS

3

TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

SUMMARY

BurglaryResidential

19-114365

Old Kings Rd

Baker Act

19-114284

Old Kings Rd

V1 advised that an unknown person forced entry into a cabin trailer on an
unknown date and stole one(1) Axxera 30 inch TV unknown serial number worth
approximately $500.00, one (1) Axxera 40 inch TV unknown serial number worth
approximately $500.00 and six (6) wooden drawers.
Juvenile secured for a BA and transported to Halifax

DUI

19-114463

Old Kings Rd

Car Break

19-114315

Weymouth Ln

Follow Up

19-114124

S.R. 100

Stolen Tag
Recovered
Baker Act

19-114472

Peach St

19-114453

N Palmetto St

Suspicious
Person

19-114407

Blk SR 11

TS

19-114429

Belle Terre

DATE: 12.12.2019

S1 was involved in a minor accident, upon the completion of the traffic
investigation a DUI investigation was conducted. Male was secured and
transported to FCIF.
Victim advised his gray in color 2014 Kia was unlocked in his driveway between
1930 hours on 12/11/19 to 0800 hours on todays date. Victim stated at 0800
hours, he observed the driver’s side door of the vehicle was open and his wallet
was missing from within.
Deputy conducted a Follow Up to this incident. Several interviews have been
conducted however the investigation is not complete at this time.
During an inventory of the below TS, FL tag JUMX58 was located inside the vehicle.
The vehicle was stolen out of Volusia county, Holly Hilly
Juvenile baker act initiated by transported to CTTU by Patrol
A passerby observed a black male walking on SR 11 wearing only boxer shorts. The
male was apprehended following a short foot pursuit into the woods at this
location. He was placed under arrest reference resisting w/o violence, VOP, and a
VOP out of county warrant.
Units attempted a stop on a silver Pontiac bearing FL JFME92, upon attempting
contact with the driver the vehicle fled at a high rate of speed. The vehicle was lost
in the housing authority and was later located unoccupied by BPD. Contact was
attempted with the tag owner, but the TTY was not answer at the time of this CR.
An inventory of the vehicle found numerous narcotics and a firearm. The firearm
was not stolen and was entered into evidence.

